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Abstract. Future cyber-physical systems are expected to be dynamic,
evolving while already being deployed. Frequent updates of software components are likely to become the norm even for safety-critical systems.
In this setting, a full re-certification before each software update might
delay important updates that fix previous bugs, or security or safety issues. Here we propose a vision addressing this challenge, namely through
the evidence-based continuous supervision and certification of software
variants in the field. The idea is to run both old and new variants of
component software inside the same system, together with a supervising instance that monitors their behavior. Updated variants are phased
into operation after sufficient evidence for correct behavior has been collected. The variants are required to explicate their decisions in a logical language, enabling the supervisor to reason about these decisions
and to identify inconsistencies. To resolve contradictory information, the
supervisor can run a component analysis to identify potentially faulty
components on the basis of previously observed behavior, and can trigger micro-experiments which plan and execute system behavior specifically aimed at reducing uncertainty. We spell out our overall vision,
and provide a first formalization of the different components and their
interplay. In order to provide efficient supervisor reasoning as well as
automatic verification of supervisor properties we introduce SupERLog,
a logic specifically designed to this end.
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The complexity of constructing dependable systems is increasing dramatically,
as future cyber-physical systems – like those used in the context of autonomous
vehicles – are expected to change dynamically: they need to evolve not only to
changing needs, but also according to lessons learned in the field. Systems where
software components are constantly updated in the field are likely to become
the norm, together with a general acceptance of the fact that it seems outright
impossible to upfront guarantee safety-by-design. Over the last years, Tesla has
been pioneering this approach with apparent success [34,24] and other companies
will follow.
Safety certification of such systems requires a process combining formal guarantees, statistical methods, in-field testing, simulation and proven-in-practice
arguments. This is doomed to be a lengthy process. The update of any component requires, however, a new certification so as to assure absence of safety
violations. Such a re-certification is costly and might delay important updates
that are meant to fix previous bugs. Rapid deployment of fixes is imperative
especially for security-relevant bugs since adversaries notoriously attempt to attack systems that are not yet patched, and because security loopholes make any
safety guarantee void.
In this paper, we are thus exploring how to enable the immediate deployment of new software variants without time-intensive re-certification. Software
updates might take the form of device drivers and microcode updates relating to
hardware components, so we are factually facing variability of software as well
as hardware(-induced) behavior.
In this setting, the primary goal is to ensure that new variants for system
components do not cause safety violations, e.g., by the introduction of new bugs.
Our vision is the evidence-based continuous supervision and certification of software variants in the field. At its core is the idea to run multiple variants of
the component software inside the same system, together with a supervising
instance that monitors and compares the variants’ behaviors. The supervising
instance itself is trusted, i.e., it is formally verified. Ideally, the verification can
be done fully automatically. Furthermore, the supervisor reasoning needs to be
effective and efficient to fulfill the monitoring and decision task of the supervisor.
The logic SupERLog, (Sup)ervisor (E)ffective (R)easoning (Log)ics, supports all
these requirements: it is decidable, so properties of the supervisor can be automatically verified. SupERLog enables fast reasoning on ground facts, the typical
situation when the supervisor is run on the evidence (ground facts) provided by
the different components. The supervisor itself is expected to not evolve regularly during the lifetime of the system. If it were to evolve, this would require a
re-certification. The supervisor can be designed fail-operational, i.e., it tolerates
failures and hence is considered not to be a single point of failure in the system.
Note that the supervisor can not use the traditional majority voting to handle the variants because the variants are expected to be non-deterministic in
behavior. Therefore, there might not be any majority despite all variants being
correct. And even if a majority exists, it is not guaranteed that the majority is
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correct. In our approach, each variant has to deliver evidence for its decisions
and a majority that does not provide sufficient evidence will lose to a minority
that provides sufficient evidence.
To explain why variants need to be treated as non-deterministic, consider that
a new variant might be putting different emphasis on the different sensor types
like video vs. LIDAR signals. Moreover, a new variant might have added new
features or have fixed some bugs or deficiencies in the older variants. However,
a new variant might also introduce new bugs that could violate the safety of the
system.
Our approach is meant to enable the continuous certification of variants of
component software, by collecting in-field evidence demonstrating the safety of
new variants while at the same time using the older variants to safeguard critical
activities. Of course, the older variant of a component software is not always
the one to trust. In order to determine the ground truth despite component misbehavior, we envision an approach to resolve contradictory information arriving
from different components and their variants: a component analysis and microexperiments. Component analysis identifies potentially faulty components based
on previously observed behavior; and, in case previous observations are insufficient to disambiguate between faulty vs. correct variants, micro-experiments
generate behavior specifically aimed to achieve such disambiguation.
We will first introduce our generic architecture and then give a more formal
and detailed description of our approach.

2

Approach

A component is dependable if and only if reliance can justifiably be placed on
the service it delivers [30,7]. Intuitively, we are justified in placing reliance on a
component, provided the body of available evidence suggests it to be dependable. Stronger evidence enables us to place more reliance on a component or
system. We apply a staged approach to continuously certify variants of component software, centered on the collection of evidence to show the safety of a
new variant.1 New component variants are introduced after bug fixes or after
the addition of new features. Updates are executed in shadow mode, to test their
behavior while older variants are still in charge. In this way, the system can
fail-over to an updated but not yet certified variant in case the behavior of an
older variant is considered to be unsafe. Updates are phased into operation after
sufficient evidence for correct behavior was collected.
We envision this process to be orchestrated by a central supervisor component. All component variants V1 , V2 , . . . of a component are assumed to produce
outputs, but only the output of one variant is forwarded to other components of
the system. The supervisor is responsible for the decision on which output to forward. It monitors the outputs received, and selects one. So a component variant
1

The idea is not limited to software components but expands to hardware components
as well.

Rasha Faqeh et al.

Example 1 (Component not in Charge). Modern cars have software components
to assist in the steering of the car, but the human driver can always overwrite
the decision of the software. So the outputs are controlled by the human driver
and the software components are robust enough to adjust their future actions to
the behavior that is imposed by the driver.
Figure 1 sketches our architectural vision. The supervisor component is the
central decision entity. It monitors the different variants of each component, and
decides which variant is in charge. It can at any point switch from one variant
to another. To support these decisions, each component variant must be able
to explicate its decision for a given output to the supervisor, which cross-checks
the explications. We envision that these explications will be based on predicate
logics extended with theories. The supervisor maintains a knowledge base, and
reasons about the explications using standard as well as sophisticated reasoning
mechanisms tailored to the efficacy needs in a running system.
The supervisor reasoning connects and compares outputs produced by different variants of individual components, and across components. Leveraging the
explications in combination with the supervisor’s knowledge base, the supervisor
thus attempts to resolve any contradictions that may exist between variants.
If the supervisor reasoning can resolve the relevant contradictions, a unique
decision is obtained. But that will not always be the case:
Example 2 (Conflicting Sensors). Assume we have updated the software component responsible for lane changing maneuvers in an autonomous vehicle. The
new variant of the component proposes to change to the left lane and explains
its decision to the supervisor by a LIDAR sensor reading indicating that there
is an obstacle ahead but the left lane is free. The older variant of the component
instead proposes to stay on the current lane and explains its decision by a reading of a different sensor, a RADAR sensor, indicating the lane is free but the
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Fig. 1. Architecture overview.

can never expect to be in charge, i.e., that its outputs are the ones forwarded.
Note that such arrangements are already being used in practice:
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left lane is blocked. To resolve this conflict, the supervisor needs to know which
sensor to trust - unless there is an alternative on which all variants agree upon
like changing to the right lane instead.
To allow the supervisor to determine the ground truth despite component
misbehavior, we envision machinery to resolve contradictory information and
decisions arriving from different component variants. The supervisor can trigger
this machinery when needed.
The first step in the machinery is component analysis, which identifies faulty
components based on previously observed behavior. Component analysis compares models of component behavior to system-trace observations collected in
the past, and based on this evidence reduces the set of component models to
those that are indeed compatible with the observations, including possible fault
models. The latter information can be qualitative (“which faults are possible?”)
or quantitative (“which faults are most likely?”). This feeds back to the supervisor, fostering its ability to decide which actions are safe to be carried out and
which components to trust.
However, previous observations may not be enough to sufficiently disambiguate between faulty vs. correct components. For such cases, we envision the
use of micro-experiments as a second, more radical, step. Based on the possible
model information as derived by component analysis, micro-experiment planning
then identifies behavior – system actions – optimized to minimize the uncertainty
about the actual model employed by the components, and thus about which components are faulty in which way. The supervisor executes the micro-experiment
(in an execution-and-replanning loop) and draws conclusions from the observed
behaviors. Micro-experiments are limited to “small” activities (hence the name)
which do not endanger the mission performance, nor, of course, the safety of the
system.
Example 3 (Micro-experiment). In the above situation, we keep a model that
among others estimates the distance to obstacles with two different sensors, LIDAR and RADAR. Assuming that the alleged obstacle is fixed, e.g., a traffic
cone, deceleration and acceleration has a very specific effect on the sensor reading. If we now make the vehicle decelerate slightly, we can predict the distance
change if the respective sensors were behaving correctly. So we carry out the
deceleration (which is not a risk maneuver) while observing the sensor changes,
so as to draw conclusions about the sensor believed to be faulty.
Notably, component analysis and micro-experiments can be performed only
under particular circumstances. Component analysis is a complex time-consuming
process. The same is true for micro-experiment planning, and actually executing a micro-experiment can of course be done only when circumstances allow,
i.e., when the system is safe. Our vision therefore is for component analysis
and micro-experiment planning to be triggered and executed alongside system
execution whenever computational resources are available (locally or via communication with an external server), and for the supervisor to execute safe fallback
actions (like pulling over to the right-hand side of the road) if conflicts cannot

3

Related Work

Dependable systems. Dependable systems must detect and tolerate failures
at different levels of abstraction such as hardware, architecture, systems software
and application level [41]. Traditional dependable systems are usually static [6],
i.e., there will be at most minor changes after deployment. Their correctness
needs to be certified prior to the use in operations, e.g., [37,3]. This certification
is mostly process-based in the sense that one ensures the quality of a newly developed system by assessing the quality of the development processes [13]. Recent
software systems tend to be more dynamic and require continuous updates, fast
and cost effective deployment [1] which is hard to achieve with such traditional
certification process [12]. Therefore, an alternative approach for the certification
of dependable systems is an evidence-based approach [9]: one collects sufficient
evidence to show that a system is safe in a given environment and safety cases
attest to the safety of the system based on the given evidence.
Online updates of dependable software in the field is a double-edged sword
as it can increase safety, fixing critical vulnerabilities, but can also decrease
safety through the introduction of new bugs. Dynamic software updates require
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be resolved on the spot. Supervisor reasoning about explications, in this context,
serves as a quick means to detect and resolve simple conflicts online, without
the need to embark on more complex analyses.
The role of the supervisor in a dynamic software deployment process is analogous to the role of a certifier for a sophisticated algorithm. Verification of a
sophisticated algorithm is beyond the scope of any automatic verification technology. Certifiers are rather small, far less complicated components that check
the correctness of the output of the sophisticated algorithm. They can often be
addressed by automatic verification technology. For example, while the verification of modern SAT solving technology is still at the level of effort of a PhD
thesis using an interactive theorem prover [17], the implementation and verification of a proof certifier for SAT in an interactive theorem prover is a standard
exercise and even leads to code that outperforms hand-written certifiers [29]. In
the same vein, the software deployed into a cyber-physical system is beyond the
scope of automatic verification, but the safety of its suggested actions can be
controlled by reasoning on its explications, effectuated by a far simpler supervisor, for which we envision a logic, called SupERLogs for (Sup)ervisor (E)ffective
(R)easoning (Log)ics, as a standard knowledge representation framework maintained by the supervisor. Reasoning about the explications will use standard
reasoning mechanisms, with satisfiability of the relevant SupERLogs fragments
being decidable, and their Horn fragments serving as an efficient rule-based programming language to ensure efficacy in the running system.
In the sequel, we will shed more light on the challenges and intricacies of this
vision. We will first discuss related literature, then detail the concepts needed for
the three major system components, i.e., supervisor, component analysis, and
micro-experiments.
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mechanisms for robust software management [15]. System failures can differ substantially in impact [21]. Avoiding system failures that violate safety, i.e., put
human lives at risk, has the highest priority. System failures that reduce system availability have lower priority, but higher priority than failures that merely
result in inconveniences. This can be achieved with multiple mechanisms like
proactive fault management [40] and failure transformation [44].
Ensuring system integrity online. Our approach focuses on collecting evidence during run-time from different variants using explications. We depend on
a supervisor component that cross-checks explications and conducts online experiments to obtain additional information to identify faulty components when
required. Related work investigates the use of agents testing each other [20] requiring a predefined number of agents to confirm an agent faulty. Agents check
the information collected from the environment in addition to generating test
events and evaluating the reaction of their peers. Similarly, we test multiple,
diverse components at run-time using explications and using micro-experiments
but we rely on the centralized supervisor component. This centralized unit allows to overcome the problem of having multiple agents failing by which the
predefined number of agents may no longer be in reach.
The supervisor is required to be fail-operational, otherwise, it would potentially be a single point of failure. In addition to the traditional approaches to
ensure that the supervisor is correctly designed, we also need to ensure that it is
correctly executed. Specifically, related work investigates the correct execution
of the supervisor when executed on potentially unreliable hardware [25], under
security attacks [28,5,27] or even protect its integrity despite the existence of
CPU design faults [26].
Supervisory control. Supervisory control theory, rooted in the work of Ramadge and Wonham [38] is a method for automatically synthesizing controllers
based on formal models of hardware and control requirements. The supervisory
controller observes machine behavior by receiving signals from ongoing activities,
upon which it sends back control signals about allowed activities [10]. Assuming that the controller reacts sufficiently fast on machine input, this feedback
loop is modeled as a pair of synchronizing processes. The model of the machine, referred to as plant, is restricted by synchronization with the model of
the controller, referred to as supervisor. This theory has been the nucleus for
a plethora of foundational and applied work, reaching out to the SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) framework in process industry, but also
linking to the context of reactive synthesis, where cyber-physical systems are
abstracted as discrete transition systems subject to specifications expressed in
temporal logic. Notably, while our setup has a conceptual similarity with that
setting, we address supervision at a higher architectural level. Our supervisors
are software artifacts (of considerable complexity) that are manually crafted in a
SupERLog, not synthesized; they supervise several other software artifacts each
of which is meant to play the role of a partial plant controller; our machinery of
explications, reasoning about these, and formal methods for component analysis
and micro-experiment planning are used to achieve supervision at this level.

To set the stage for the discussion that follows, we now provide details on the
the formal models needed to conceptualize supervisor, component analysis, and
micro-experiments.
4.1

SupERLog

In order to allow for a sketch of our supervisor architecture in a generic form
(Section 5.2), we introduce the basics of a SupERLog based on a function-free
predicate logic with integer arithmetic. The logic supports the modeling of supervisor behavior via rules. Reasoning in SupERLog is effective in the sense that
verification of supervisor properties is decidable, and that consequence finding,
can be efficiently done in a bottom-up reasoning style. Consequence finding is
the main task of the supervisor.
Predicates of SupERLog range over abstract objects (constants) as well as
numbers with respect to an integer arithmetic theory. Constant symbols identify the objects of interest, function symbols are not required. Abstract objects
identify particles of the real world such as technical components, a sensor, or a
car. Integer numbers represent sensor input or calibration data of the supervisor. The resulting logic can be viewed (i) as an extension of basic datalog with
integer arithmetic, potentially non-Horn rules and unsafe variables [11], (ii) as
an extension of SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theory) by universally quantified
variables [36], and (iii) as an instance of function-free first-order logic extended
with integer arithmetic [22,43]. Satisfiability in this logic is undecidable in general [23]. However, it is decidable if integer variables are of bounded range in all
rules. We assume this as a typical property in a technical environment. The prerequisite of finitely bounded variables also enables SupERLog support for rich
arithmetic operations, as we will demonstrate in Example 5.
Definition 1 (SupERLog Signature). A SupERLog signature Σ “ pΩ, Π, IAq
consists of a finite set Ω of predicate symbols, a finite set Π of constant symbols,
and the symbols IA from integer arithmetic.
Each P P Ω is associated with its arity k. We also write P px0 , . . . , xk´1 q
to indicate the predicate’s arguments explicitly. Variables may either range over
finite domains generated by constants from Π or over integer numbers.
Definition 2 (SupERLog Rules). Given a SupERLog signature Σ, a rule
H1 , . . . , Hn Ð B1 , . . . , Bm k Λ
for Hi “ Pi px~i , c~j q, Bi “ Qi p~
yi , d~i q,
Ť Qi , Pi P Ω, cj , dj P Π, and Λ is an
arithmetic IA constraint over variables i px~i , y~i q.
Definition 3 (Facts). Given a SupERLog signature Σ “ pΩ, Π, IAq and an
atom P px0 , . . . , xk´1 q, P P Ω, for any tuple ~c “ pc0 , . . . , ck´1 q P pΠ YconstpIAqqk
we say that the instantiation of P px0 , . . . , xk´1 q with ~c, written P pc0 , . . . , ck´1 q,
is a (ground) fact. We denote by F rΣs the set of all facts in Σ.
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In case n “ 1 a SupERLog rule becomes a Horn rule. Such rules are used
to define supervisor behavior, because of their unique minimal model semantics.
In this case reasoning is complete in a datalog-style, hyper-resolution fashion:
the premises Bi are matched against ground facts Ai by a ground substitution σ
and if the respective constraint Λσ is satisfied, the head H1 is inferred. Given a
finite set R of SupERLog Horn rules, we say that a fact H is derivable from R if
there exists an iteratively applicable sequence of (grounded) rules from R whose
outcome contains H. The derivation F rrRss Ď F rΣs from F with R is the set
of all such H. Obviously, because Π is finite and integer variables appear only
bounded, the above bottom-up reasoning terminates and F rrRss is finite.
The case of general SupERLog rules (n ą 1) results from verification. For
example, a component model typically includes non-deterministic behavior expressible by disjunction. Then, bottom-up reasoning is no longer complete and
we stick to model-driven reasoning [16] which is also terminating for SupERLog
non-Horn clause sets.
4.2

System Model

We will be working in a setting with components interacting through input/output synchronization. We use a very natural extension of the I/O-automata formalism [33] to a setting with probabilistic transition effects, known as probabilistic I/O systems[19]. Probabilistic I/O automata give us the opportunity to
model in a very natural manner typical cyber-physical systems (CPS) which
are built up of components that interact and exchange information. In addition, CPS often occur in only partially controllable or known environments and
also the modelling is bounded by technical and physical challenges which can be
represented in the design of probabilistic automata.
Definition 4 (PIOS [19]). A probabilistic I/O atom is a tuple pS, Act, G, R, s̄q,
where S is a finite set of states, Act is a finite set of action labels, G Ď S ˆ
DpAct ˆ Sq is a generative output transition relation, R : S ˆ Act Ñ DpSq is a
reactive transition function, and s̄ P S is an initial state.
A probabilistic I/O system (PIOS) is a finite vector P “ pα1 , . . . , αn q of
probabilistic I/O atoms αi “ pSi , Act i , Gi , Ri , s̄i q for i P t1, . . . , nu. Ś
The set of
states of the system is the product of the component states SpPq
:“
i Si and
Ť
s̄pPq :“ ps̄1 , . . . , s̄n q is the system’s initial state. Let A :“ Dp i Act i q be the set
of transition labels. We define a transition relation Ñ Ď SpPq ˆ A ˆ DpSpPqq
such that pps1 , . . . , sn q, κ, µq P Ñ if and only if there exists an i P ř
t1, . . . , nu and
κi P DpAct i ˆ Si q such that psi , κi q P Gi , for all a P Act i , κpaq “ sPSi κi pa, sq,
and for all ps11 , . . . , s1n q P SpPq:
#
ÿ
ź Rj psj , aqps1 q a P Act j
j
1
1
1
µps1 , . . . , sn q “
κpa, si q
1
δps
qps
q
a R Act j
j
j
j‰i
aPAct i
Executions of CPS modelled as probabilistic I/O systems can be described
and observed by traces which include the actions taken in the system and paths

Definition 5 (Paths and Traces). For a given PIOS P “ pα1 , . . . , αn q, a finite path is an alternating sequence of states and transitions s0 t0 s1 t1 . . . tk´1 sk
where si P SpPq for 0 ď i ď k and for each index j P t0, 1, . . . , k´1u, tj “
psj , κj , µj q P Ñ such that µpsj`1 q ą 0. For such a path, the sequence of actions
κ1 κ2 . . . κk is called its trace. Each such trace is a word ρ̂ P A˚ . Let TrPs
denote the set of all traces of PIOS P.
The supervisor is a special component of the complete PIOS defining the
CPS under investigation. This component contains only one state and repeatedly
executes control actions and thereby fully determines the system’s behavior. This
is later needed for conducting the micro-experiments
Definition 6 (Supervisor Model). We model the supervisor as a component
αs “ pSs , Act s , Gs , Rs , s̄s q with Ss :“ ts̄s u, Gs :“ tps̄s , δppa, s̄s qqq | a P ActC u
for some set of control actions ActC Ď Act s , and Rs ps̄s , aq :“ δps̄s q .
The set ActC will correspond to a certain set of facts under the control of the
supervisor.
4.3

Observers and Boolean Monitors

We assume that a system perceives its environment through sets of facts which
are provided by an observer based on an execution trace as defined in Def. 5. The
action sequences given by execution traces contain information such as sensor
readings which the observer translates into facts:
Definition 7. An observer is a function mapping traces to sets of facts:
O : A˚ Ñ 2F rΣs
To formally specify observers, we harvest results from the area of runtime verification. Runtime verification techniques allow to check whether a trace of a
system under scrutiny satisfies or violates a given property [32] usually specified
in a formal specification language e.g., [8,14]. Work in the area also expands
to the computation of quantitative properties e.g., [2,31]. We abstract from the
concrete specification language and introduce the following framework-agnostic
notion of boolean monitors:
Definition 8. A boolean monitor is a function mapping traces to booleans:
MB : A˚ Ñ B
The property observed by a boolean monitor then provides a verdict regarding
a particular ground fact. For instance, there may be a boolean monitor that
determines whether a lane is free based on information provided by a LIDAR
sensor extracted from the current execution trace. We capture this correspondence between boolean monitors and ground facts formally as follows.
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which in addition contain the system states which occurred during the execution. Having these information one can reconstruct what happened during the
execution and what was the reason.
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Definition 9 (M-Observer). Let M be a set of pairs xMB , pp~c qy of boolean
monitors and grounded facts. For each M we define an observer:
OrMB spρ̂q :“ t pp~c q | xMB , pp~c qy P M s.t. MB pρ̂q “ J u
The boolean monitors making up M can be based on any work in the area of
runtime verification that is suitable for computing boolean properties over traces
as defined in Def. 5. This includes specification languages for quantitative properties as long as they also allow the computation of boolean properties. While
this setup is very general, there are some practical constraints. In particular, the
set M must be finite or at least finitely representable such that we can actually
compute the set of facts for a given trace.

5

The Supervisor

With its central role in our envisioned architecture, the supervisor has to fulfill a
variety of tasks. Most prominent is the reasoning about component explications,
but the coordination role requires also other activities. We first give an overview
of the supervisor role as a whole, then delve into the details of reasoning. Component analysis and micro-experiments are tackled by separate components, and
will be addressed in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively.
The supervisor itself is assumed to be a reusable, dependable component.
It is designed using state-of-the-art dependability approaches like formal proofs
and fault-tolerance mechanisms, like [42], to prevent that the supervisor becomes
a single point of failure.
5.1

Overall Role and Tasks

Consider again the architecture overview in Figure 1. The supervisor is the entity
communicating with all other components and emitting the action decisions to
be executed in the system’s environment. It makes use of a knowledge base and a
reasoning engine for reasoning about component explications. From this central
position and design, the following tasks arise:
(i) Knowledge base maintenance. The supervisor needs to update its knowledge of the environment and its behavior, adjusting, e.g., for environment
changes and low-probability events that were not observed before deployment. This knowledge base might be shared with the supervisors of other
systems.
(ii) Reasoning about explications. As previously outlined, the supervisor needs
to check component outputs, and in particular suggested action decisions,
for contradictions given its knowledge.
(iii) Synchronization with component variants. The supervisor needs to continuously inform the component variants about the state of affairs, i.e., which
action decisions were executed, which variants are in charge, which outputs
have been forwarded to other components.

While items (i), (iii), and (iv) can be based on well-understood principles
(e.g., [35,39]), items (ii), (v) and (vi) need more discussion. For reasoning about
explications (ii) we employ SupERLog reasoning, as outlined below. This comes
with a trade-off between expressivity and efficiency paving a controlled way to
the use of online, real-time decision making in dynamic systems.
For the core of item (v), a straightforward solution consists of hardcoded
rules like “execute an action only if proved safe” or “trigger component analysis if uncertainty greater than threshold”. A more advanced and robust solution
is to formulate the entire decision-making process – encompassing regular actions, fallback actions and whether to trigger component analysis – as a single
overall reasoning process. Our SupERLog reasoning mechanism is suited for this
purpose.
Micro-experiment execution in item (vi) takes the form of re-planning [18],
based on an action policy suggested by the micro-experiment planner (see Section 7). In each execution step, this policy suggests an action A to execute to the
supervisor. The supervisor decides whether to execute A or another action (like a
fallback action, or a decision to remain idle and just observe the environment behavior). The supervisor communicates its decision back to the micro-experiment
planner, which re-plans an adapted policy if needed.
For taking analysis results into account (vii), Micro-experiment execution
generates new observations (feeding into the supervisor like all observations, via
an M-Observer cf. next sub-section), while component analysis results need to
be directly fed into the supervisor knowledge base. A canonical instance of the
latter is to feed back assessments classifying component variants as “correct”
vs. “potentially faulty” vs. “definitely faulty” (which we shall specify formally
in Section 6). If required, more detailed properties can be communicated by
including corresponding predicates and knowledge about fault-model specifics.
5.2

Reasoning about Component Explications

A central issue in logical reasoning is the trade-off between expressivity and
efficiency: more powerful logics allow to express more complex phenomena, but
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(iv) Observations statistics maintenance. The supervisor must collect and maintain the system execution data relevant for component analysis and, indirectly, micro-experiments.
(v) Taking action decisions. The supervisor is responsible for deciding whether
the outcome of reasoning is sufficient to take an action decision, whether
a safe fallback action should be executed, or whether further investigation
through component analysis or micro experiments should be triggered.
(vi) Executing micro-experiments. Micro-experiments are used to identify action strategies that minimize uncertainty about faulty components. The
supervisor is responsible for executing these strategies.
(vii) Taking analysis results into account. The supervisor must be able to incorporate the results from component analysis and micro-experiments into its
decisions as per (v).
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are more complex to reason about and quickly become undecidable. Reasoning
in Horn SupERLog terminates and can be efficiently implemented making it a
perfect choice for online decision making in dynamic systems. We next specify a
possible form of a supervisor model based on SupERLog and introduce different
modes of reasoning along these lines, using SupERLog deduction over ground
facts. We first address component variants, then the supervisor itself. For the
implementation of the supervisor we employ a Horn SupERLog rule base.
Component variants are components in system control, working together to
choose actions (from the action set ActC in our system model). At the abstraction
level in our supervisor model here, they are collections of functions on facts
over a signature, implemented by Horn rules of the supervisor, where the target
signature contains an encoding of system control information:
Definition 10 (Variant). Given the set of actions ActC , a (component) variI
O
ant V is a finite set tV1 , . . . , Vk u of functions Vi : 2F rΣ s ÞÑ 2F rΣi s , where Σ I
and ΣiO are SupERLog signatures. We require that Π I Ě ActC and that, for all
ctrl
i, ΠiO Ě Π I Y tV u and ΩiO Ě Ω I Y tpctrl
as Vi ’s control
i u. We will refer to pi
predicate.
Note that the set ActC comprises the actions in control of the supervisor,
I
cf. Definition 6. The input 2F rΣ s common to all functions Vi here connects to
observations on the trace of the system, i.e., the facts in F rΣ I s are associated
with boolean monitors in an M-Observer as per Definition 9. That M-Observer
is permanently associated with the supervisor, serving to connect its representation of facts to the system trace observations in the model underlying component
analysis.
A component variant is a collection of functions, rather than a single function, to allow to distinguish its outputs with respect to individual control predicates. Such predicates encode outputs that form part of the system control,
i.e., that provide information about which actions ActC should be chosen. This
includes direct control information through predicates like doActionpV, aq and
illegalActionpV, aq where variant V decides to execute a or deems that action to
be illegal in the current situation. It also includes intermediate information like
emergencyBreakNeeded pV q indicating that one part of the machinery suggests
an action (like an emergency-break unit which raises a need to break whenever
an obstacle is detected ahead) which will be combined with other information in
the supervisor before taking an actual decision (like changing the lane instead).
The remaining (non-control-predicate) output of each individual function Vi is
an explication in terms of the subset of relevant input facts responsible for the
control-predicate decision made by Vi .
Naturally, for every input fact set F , the output Vi pF q of each function
should be a subset of F (the explication) plus exactly one control fact, and
the control facts should not contradict each other across different Vi pF q. Our
definition does not make these restrictions to permit exceptions, and to allow the
model to capture faulty components where implementation bugs may disvalidate
these properties. It is the supervisor’s task to reason about inconsistencies in

Definition 11 (Supervisor). Given a set of actions ActC and
Ťa set V of variants, a supervisor is defined by a SupERLog signature Σs where V PV,Vi PV ΩiO Ď
Ωs , as well as a finite set Rs of SupERLog Horn rules for Σs .
Given a set of facts F Ď F rΣ I s for each variant V , the supervisor computes
the SupERLog derivation F O rrRs ss from the union of outputs F O :“
Ť
V PV,Vi PV Vi pF q. It takes decisions based on that derivation.
For example, a simple situation is that where the supervisor checks for contradictions when dealing with a variant V that is already certified, and another
variant V 1 with recent security updates that we want to certify. To this end, we include a predicate contradictionpx, yq into Ps , and the rule contradictionpx, yq Ð
doActionpx, aq, illegalActionpy, aq into Rs . We then check for ground instances
contradictionpx, yq P F O rrRs ss. The absence of such a contradiction between V
and V 1 for a long period of time increases confidence in the safety of V 1 . If there is
a contradiction however, there are two possible cases. First, contradictionpV 1 , V q
where V forbids an action suggested by V 1 , indicating that V 1 is unsafe. Second,
vice versa contradictionpV, V 1 q, which results in an ambiguous situation as V 1
is not yet certified yet may have an important security update. In both cases,
the supervisor may decide to take an emergency action, like a handover to the
human operator. Or, given sufficient time is available, it may invoke component
analysis, and transitively micro-experiments, to gain more confidence in which
of V and V 1 is correct.
In the latter case, the supervisor uses the explications delivered by V and
V 1 as part of their output. Namely, say the reason for V ’s decision is the input
fact p P F and that for V 1 ’s decision is q P F . We assume that the integrity of
the inputs can be verified by the supervisor, i.e., a variant can neither generate
inputs nor can it modify inputs. This can be achieved, for example, by digitally
signing all inputs. Each of p and q are associated with boolean monitors in the
supervisor’s M-Observer, xMBp , pp~c qy and xMBq , qp~c qy. The supervisor communicates MBp and MBq to component analysis, which makes use of this information
about system traces to narrow down the possible fault models as we shall specify
in the next section.
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component variants’ outputs. Furthermore, our defined predicate logic enables
effective computation of guarantees such as the existence of single control facts.
The functions Vi are arbitrary in our definition to keep our concepts generic
and as the internal working of the component variant is not of interest in the
supervisor specification (it is, instead, the subject of faulty component analysis
and micro-experiments). In practice, implementations of the component variants
must, for use in our framework, be extended with an implementation of the
functions Vi describing their behavior in terms of predicates as specified above
to support supervisor reasoning. As an example, the emergency-break unit as
above, reacting to obstacles detected in front-camera pictures, requires to have
simple adaptors that translate the relevant signals (“obstacle detected”, “control:
break”) into suitable ground facts.
The supervisor now simply takes as input the component variants’ outputs,
and processes this information with its SupERLog rules set.
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Example 4 (Conflicting Sensors: Supervisor Reasoning). Consider, as in Example 2, an update to the software component responsible for lane changing maneuvers in an autonomous vehicle. Say the vehicle is currently driving in the right
lane. The old variant V outputs a control predicate doActionpV, gostraightq P
Vi pF q while the new variant V 1 outputs illegalActionpV 1 , gostraightq P Vj1 pF q.
With the above simple reasoning, the supervisor concludes contradictionpV, V 1 q,
indicating a conflict. Say the supervisor decides to handover to the human operator and, simultaneously, to trigger component analysis. The explications provided by Vi and Vj1 are p “ freeprightlaneq and q “ blocked prightlaneq respectively.2 The supervisor maps these to boolean monitors MBp and MBq in its
M-Observer.
From a SupERLog reasoning perspective, action-contradiction checking as
above is extremely simple. More complex reasoning arises, for example, in metareasoning about which decision to take given mixed evidence (go ahead? bail
out? trigger component analysis?); and when components do not output actions
directly, but pieces of information that will need to be assembled by the supervisor reasoning to arrive at an action decision. The latter makes sense, for
example, in the context of a lane change scenario, where what is a safe distance
depends on road conditions:
Example 5 (Lane Change). The supervisor calculates a safe distance ahead of
car depending on wet or dry road conditions using the explications provided by
the variants (speedpSq, distancepDq). For example, the supervisor decides based
on following rules if the the distance between the car x and a car y in front
of it is safe (Safe_Distance_Ahead pSDAq). Specifically, the distance should be
large enough (Base_Safe_Distance_Ahead pBSDAq) in addition to extra space
required if the road is wet (Extra_DistancepEDq). Note that BSDA rules
varies depending on the speed of the car x compared to the speed of car y.
SDApx, y, sx, sy, zq Ð BSDApx, y, sx, sy, vq, EDpx, sx, wq, k z ą v ` w
BSDApx, y, sx, sy, vq Ð Spx, sxq, Spy, syq, Dpz, x, yq k sx ą sy, z ą sx ˚ 10
BSDApx, y, sx, sy, vq Ð Spx, sxq, Spy, syq, Dpz, x, yq k sx ď sy, z ą sx
EDpx, sx, wq Ð Spx, sxq, Wetpuq k w “ divpsx ˚ u, 10q

6

Component Analysis

Given a formal and componentwise model of the system, the component analysis
identifies potentially faulty components in the system.
Definition 12 (System Configuration). Let xC1 , . . . , Cn y be a finite vector of
components and Mi :“ tα1i , . . . , αki i u be a set of PIOS atoms for each component
Ci . A system configuration is a PIOS c “ xα1 , . . . , αn yŤsuch that αi P Mi . Let
C be the set of all system configurations. Then TrCs :“ cPC Trcs is the set of all
finite traces over all system configurations.
2

Note that, for the sake of efficiency, SupERLog reasoning may not explicitly handle
negation. Instead, the relevant contradictory fact combinations can be identified via
appropriate extra rules.

Given an observation of an observable o P Obs we seek to explain o in virtue of
a system configuration which is consistent with o, i.e., a system configuration that
may result in an observation of o. The different models αxi for each component
Ci enable us to ask and answer model-based what-if questions.
Example 6. Returning to Example 2, imagine a distance sensor component Ci
measuring the distance to obstacles in the present lane based on which a boolean
monitor concluded that there is an obstacle ahead. Now, given an observation o
i
i
i
and different models αN
and αF
for sensor Ci where αN
describes the behavior
i
the behavior of a faulty sensor, we may ask:
of a perfectly functioning and αF
what if the sensor were faulty, would that explain the observation o? To answer
this question, we check whether o is consistent with a configuration where the
sensor behaves normally versus a configuration where the sensor is faulty. The
answer allows the supervisor to determine which components to trust.
Definition 14 (Faulty Components). With respect to an observable o, we
call a component potentially faulty if and only if there exists a configuration c
consistent with o such that the component’s model in c describes faulty behavior. We call a component definitely faulty if and only if for all configurations c
consistent with o, the component’s model in c describes faulty behavior.
Note that if there is a failure mode of the component that may still produce
the correct behavior in some execution, e.g., a sensor which non-deterministically
provides values, then Definition 14 always considers the sensor potentially faulty.
This matches our intuition that in such a case we can never be certain that the
sensor is not already faulty until it actually misbehaves.
In case of probabilistic systems one may further assign a (minimal/maximal)
probability to each configuration c with respect to a given observable o capturing
how probable it is to observe o if the system were configured according to c. Such
probabilities provide the supervisor with insights about the likelihood of certain
components being faulty and can be a further basis for its decision.
With regard to the architecture displayed in Figure 1, the environment, each
sensor, and the actuators are represented as components. Treating them as components allows us to capture interactions between actuator commands and expected sensor readings.
For instance, if the obstacle in Example 2 is fixed then acceleration and
deceleration should have a specific effect on the slope of the measured distance.
Example 7 (Component Analysis). Recapitulating Example 2 and Example 3,
we model the system as four components, the LIDAR sensor CL , the RADAR
sensor CR , the environment CE , and the supervisor CS . For the environment,
we define a single probabilistic I/O atom with digital clock semantics describing
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Definition 13 (Observation Function). Let Obs be a potentially infinite set
of observables. An observation function O : TrCs Ñ Obs maps traces to observables o P Obs. For each system configuration c P C the set Obspcq “ tOpπ̂q | π̂ P
Trcsu Ď Obs is the set of observables consistent with c.
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how the distance of the car changes in response to (discrete) speed changes
of the supervisor. The supervisor is modeled as per Definition 6 which results
in non-determinism in the model regarding the acceleration and deceleration
decisions. Those acceleration and deceleration actions are, however, provided by
the observation and thereby resolved by the actual system. For both sensors, we
have a nominal model capturing the measured distance with respect to changes
in the environment. In addition, we have the following failure models: (1) the
measured distance is non-deterministically stuck and does not change and (2)
the measured distance is multiplied by 5. Now, if the car decelerates slightly, the
correct measurements are described by the nominal models. Our model predicts
that given an observation of a deceleration action this should be followed by a
specific change in distance. If the observed value for a sensor does not change
at all, then this is in line with what the failure model (1) would predict. If the
value changes over-proportionally by a factor of 5, then this is in line with what
the failure model (2) would predict.
For the observation function, we assume that a subset AO Ď A of the transition labels in the PIOS are directly observable, e.g., sensor readings and actuator
commands. The set Obs of observables is the set of finite words over AO , i.e.,
Obs “ A˚O . For a finite trace ρ̂ “ κ0 κ1 . . . κn P A˚ of a PIOS pα1 , . . . , αn q we
define the observation function O as follows:

#
κ
Opκ0 κ1 . . . κn q “ Opκ0 qOpκ1 q . . . Opκn q with Opκq :“


if κ P AO
otherwise

The supervisor provides the component analysis with the boolean monitors
responsible for the contradiction. We assume that some of the boolean monitors
respond to specific transition labels generated by particular components. For
example, the I/O atoms modeling a LIDAR sensor have generative transitions
for specific LIDAR-sensor-reading actions which are the basis for the monitor’s
verdict regarding the distance to obstacles on the lanes. Based on this information, we prioritize different sets of system configurations we consider for the
analysis. Note, however, that a contradiction of facts may not only be caused by
malfunctioning of the components which are directly connected via monitors to
those facts. Hence, the information provided by the supervisor is merely used as
a hint to quickly identify potential faults by assuming that all other components
except those involved in the contradiction are functioning nominally.
If the component analysis is not able to determine which of the components
is faulty because there are multiple configurations consistent with a given observation, then the component analysis invokes micro-experiment planning. To
this end, the micro-experiment planner is provided with a set of possible configurations C♦ Ď C and the given observation o.

The purpose of a micro-experiment is to provide the supervisor with specific
instructions that, when followed, will allow to distinguish between the system
models C♦ still considered possible after component analysis. Ultimately, upon
the completion of a micro-experiment, a unique possible model is identified. We
next define what a micro-experiment is (in terms of an action selection function),
and outline the use within the supervisor framework.
As previously discussed, the supervisor resolves action choices, as captured by
actions in our model (cf. Section 4.2). For instance, in our lane change example,
a component could request a lane change in either left or right direction in order
to evade an obstacle on the current lane. We formalize micro-experiments based
on these action choices, as a function of observations.
Concretely, in the system model formalization, Definition 4, the supervisor is
represented abstractly via atom αs . The supervisor’s control actions are ActC .
For ease of presentation, we assume that the control actions available in a specific
situation can be observed by the supervisor directly, i.e., ActC Ď AO . Intuitively,
components must explicitly request the supervisor to make a decision. For that
request to make sense, the supervisor must be able to know (and thus to observe)
the available options. Given this, micro-experiments are defined as follows:
Definition 15 (Micro-Experiment). The observation histories H denote the
set of all finite sequences of pairs AO ˆtJ, Ku. A micro-experiment is a (partial)
function π : H ÞÑ AO Y tlu.
Observation histories allow to track and to accordingly react to observations
made since the beginning of the micro-experiment execution. Micro-experiments
are hence decision strategies that inform the supervisor what to do next depending on what has been observed so far.
This is non-trivial in two aspects. First, the uncertainty about system models
entails uncertainty which actions are enabled. Indeed, applicability of observable
actions is the information at our disposal to distinguish between different system
models. Definition 15 reflects this with the annotation symbols J and K, which
encode applicability and inapplicability respectively. Second, the supervisor can
control only some, not all, of the observable actions. Non-controlled observable
actions must be taken into account as signals for the execution of a microexperiment, i.e., they must be added to the observation history. Definition 15
hence permits arbitrary observable actions as the micro-experiment output.
The micro-experiment execution is structured accordingly. It consists of a
loop, where in each iteration the supervisor queries the micro-experiment with
the current observation history h. The history is initially empty, and is extended
by one more element in each step. Each loop iteration has an active or passive
nature depending on whether the suggested action a :“ πphq is (a) a control
action a P ActC or (b) a non-control action a P AO zActC . In case (a), the supervisor checks whether a is enabled. If yes, the supervisor executes a and updates
the observation history to h ˝ xπphq, Jy; if no, the supervisor updates the observation history to h ˝ xπphq, Ky. In case (b), the supervisor takes a passive role,
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merely monitoring the system behavior and updating the history accordingly.
The micro-experiment at such a point essentially asks the supervisor whether the
next action executed by the system is a. The supervisor updates h to h˝xπphq, Jy
if the observed action indeed matches the requested action a, and to h˝xπphq, Ky
otherwise. The micro-experiment terminates when πphq “ l. The observation
history h collected until this point allows to remove those models from C♦ that
are inconsistent with h.
Example 8. In continuation of Examples 2, 3, and 7, assume that our system
contains a potentially faulty distance sensor CS . Let αN (nominal), αV (errors
at higher speeds), and αA (errors at certain view angles to the obstacle) be our
models of CS that are consistent with the current observations. The supervisor
now wishes to obtain additional information about the potential faultiness of CS .
Figure 2 illustrates a possible micro-experiment π for that purpose. The control
actions here are those actions that actively change the state of the car. The noncontrol actions represent sensor outputs. The distinguish between the two, the
latter are shown in italic. The gray sets reflect how the possible models of CS
change according to the observations made during micro-experiment execution.
Assume that the car is currently moving on a
straight road with a speed of 14 m
s . Let there be a static
start
obstacle detected by CS with a distance of 100m. π
immediately requests the supervisor to slightly deceltN, V, Au
decel(2 sm , 1s) (i)
erate (step i). If this is not possible, i.e., the supervisor
K
J
answers with “K”, the execution of π is stopped withl
dist(87m) (ii)
tN, V, Au
out obtaining additional information about the modK
J
els. If it is possible “J”, π requests the supervisor to
l steer(2°, 0.5s) (iii)
tV u
tN, Au
observe how the distance measurement of CS changes
K
J
when decelerating (step ii). The amount of deceleral
dist(81m)
(iv)
tion is chosen large enough to assure that even under
tN, Au
K
J
fault model αV , the sensor now measures the correct
l
l
distance. Consequently, if the new measurement does
tAu
tN u
not agree with what would be expected given the iniAn
example
tial distance estimate, the “K” case, then the initial Fig. 2.
micro-experiment π.
distance estimate must have been wrong. Thus, the
chosen control action implies that αV has to be the
model of CS . Vice versa, for “J” we know that αV
cannot be underlying CS since the change in speed was indeed adequately represented in the distance measurement. The execution of π then continues from
the reduced model set αN and αA as further depicted in Figure 2.
2

The question of course is how to construct a suitable micro-experiment in
the first place. We conjecture that this can be done via standard tools based on
an encoding into partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) [45].
Specifically, the uncertainty about system models can be encoded into POMDP
state uncertainty by making the true system model an unobservable part of the
state, and defining the transition behavior according to the true model. Observable actions in such a POMDP then decrease state uncertainty by distinguishing

8

Discussion and Outlook

Cyber-physical systems that evolve dynamically through in-field component updates are clearly a grand challenge to dependability, especially when facing insufficient time for full re-certification of the updates. Our approach brings together
five key ideas to design an architecture addressing that challenge:
(i) Not a single but several component variants are maintained, and a supervisor monitors and arbitrates their behavior.
(ii) Component variants must provide explications for their decisions.
(iii) Effective and verifiable reasoning is used by the supervisor to identify inconsistencies across components and component variants.
(iv) In-field component analysis identifies possible faults from past system observations.
(v) In-field micro-experiments disambiguate between faults through injection
of dedicated system behavior.
In short, our proposed architecture safeguards uncertified component variants
through a certifiable control layer, and offers the system the possibility to selfdiagnose (autonomously, if necessary) in the field. Each of the ideas (i) – (v)
draws on established concepts in different areas of computer science. Our contribution lies in bringing them together, and providing a first formalization of
the constituents and their interplay.
At this stage, our contribution is a vision. It remains to implement and
evaluate the envisioned architecture.
Observe that, to this end, for (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) one can draw on established techniques in dependability, logics, verification, and artificial intelligence
respectively. The present paper brings together these areas and outlines a possible architecture instance together with its formalization. Many other instantiations are conceivable given the wealth of concepts available in each area.
For (ii), the computation of explications, matters are somewhat different as
the process of explicating decisions remains in itself a grand challenge for classical
software engineering as well as for machine learning (ML) systems. For ML this
is commonly known as the Explainable AI challenge. While for now we assume
a relatively benign form of explications, namely identifying the relevant subset
of the input which led to the output, we expect that our architecture vision will
profit from progress in that highly active area.
Our next steps will be to spell out different aspects of our architecture, to
be implemented and evaluated in individual use cases, paving the way to the
vision of a full integrated system. We believe that this opens a new sub-area
of dependable systems research, which we hope will inspire other researchers as
well.
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states where the action is enabled from ones where it is not. The objective of
maximally decreasing uncertainty can be encoded as a reward dependent on the
POMDP’s belief state, as in so-called ρPOMDPs [4]. It remains a topic for future
work to spell out this approach.
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